
Yemen’s cholera epidemic surpasses
half-million suspected cases, UN
agency says

14 August 2017 – More than 500,000 people in Yemen are suspected of having
cholera, the United Nations health agency today said, warning that the
disease is spreading quickly due to a lack of clean water or health access.

&#8220Yemen’s cholera epidemic, currently the largest in the world, has
spread rapidly due to deteriorating hygiene and sanitation conditions and
disruptions to the water supply across the country,&#8221 the UN World Health
Organization (WHO) said in a statement.

Nearly 2,000 people have died since the outbreak began at the end of April,
the UN agency added.

It blames a collapsing health system, a lack of clean water, and a build-up
of human waste, which is not being collected in major cities.

Shortages in medicines and supplies is &#8220persistent and widespread,&#8221
WHO said, adding that health workers have not been paid in nearly a year.

&#8220Yemen’s health workers are operating in impossible conditions,&#8221
said Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, WHO Director-General. &#8220These doctors
and nurses are the backbone of the health response &#8211 without them we can
do nothing in Yemen. They must be paid their wages so that they can continue
to save lives.&#8221

The UN is supporting partners to set up cholera treatment clinics,
rehabilitate health facilities, deliver medical supplies, and support
national health response efforts.

In his statement, Mr. Tedros called for a political solution to the conflict
in Yemen.

Congratulating Kenyan people on
peaceful elections, UN chief stresses
dialogue to ease tensions

12 August 2017 – United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres
congratulated today the people of Kenya for their peaceful participation in
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the presidential elections, and, stresses the importance of dialogue to
defuse tensions, called on the political leaders to send clear messages to
their supporters urging them to refrain from violence in the wake of the
polls.

A statement issued by UN Spokesman Stéphane Dujarric said the Secretary-
General has taken note of the provisional results of the presidential
election in Kenya, and of the announcement by the Independent Electoral and
Boundaries Commission (IEBC) of Mr. Uhuru Kenyatta as President-elect.

&#8220He calls on those political leaders disputing the elections results to
address election-related disputes through the relevant constitutionally
mandated institutions,&#8221 said the Spokesman, adding that Mr. Guterres
also called on the political leaders to send clear messages to their
supporters urging them to refrain from violence.

According to the statement, the UN, in close collaboration with the African
Union and other multilateral and bilateral partners, is fully engaged with
Kenya’s political leadership and relevant stakeholders to facilitate the
successful conclusion of the electoral process.

In Iraq, UN Youth Envoy says young
people are ‘most valuable force we
have to shape a better future’

12 August 2017 – As International Youth Day events kicked off worldwide
today, at a special event in Iraq, the United Nations Secretary-General’s
Envoy on Youth, Jayathma Wickramanayake, pledged to do everything in her
power to ensure the voices of youths, including those working to build peace,
are heard.

&#8220Today, thousands of young women and men work tirelessly, often under
very dangerous conditions and with very little support or recognition, to
build peace and promote security for all,&#8221 Ms. Wickramanayake, told the
event, which was hosted by the Ministry of Youth and Sports of Iraq.

The event, in Baghdad, is part of the newly-appointed Envoy’s first
international mission. Her activities have touched on the theme of the 2017
edition of the Day, ‘Youth Building Peace,’ dedicated to celebrating young
people’s contributions to conflict prevention and transformation as well as
inclusion, social justice, and sustainable peace.

As one of the most youthful countries in the world with over 60 percent of
the population under the age of 25, Iraq &#8211 despite the many challenges
it faces &#8211 is uniquely positioned to harness the potential of its young
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generation to promote peace and prosperity.

Challenges will remain however, and continue to obstruct a path to
development and peace if they are not matched by offering young people real
opportunities for education, employment and civic participation.

&#8220[Young people] are the most valuable force we have to shape a better
future,&#8221 Ms. Wickramanayake said, and added, in a message directed to
the young people of Iraq: &#8220The United Nations is with you and I, as your
Envoy, will do everything within my power to ensure that your voices are
heard.&#8221

The event, organized in partnership with the UN Population Fund (UNFPA)
Country Office in Baghdad, convened over 1,000 young people from all over
Iraq and was attended by Abed Al-Hussein Abtan, Minister of Youth and Sports
of Iraq, and Lise Grande, UN Resident and Humanitarian Coordinator and Deputy
Special Representative of the Secretary-General in Iraq.

&#8220Reconciliation is &#8211 right now and without doubt¬ &#8211 the
highest priority in Iraq,&#8221 said Ms. Grande and the key to ensuring that
reconciliation is sustainable &#8220is ensuring that youth are involved in
every reconciliation meeting, every reconciliation initiative and every
reconciliation conference.&#8221

For his part, Mr. Abtan called on Iraqi youth to &#8220play the true role in
contributing to all aspects of life in order to create an advanced Iraq that
conveys a positive picture to the world.&#8221

RELATED: Youth can play ‘critical role’ in creating a peaceful world for
generations to come &#8211 UN chief

While in Baghdad, Ms. Wickramanayake met with young people from different
backgrounds to discuss issues affecting Iraqi youth, with a particular focus
on young women, internally displaced young people, and young people who are
neither in employment, education, or training.

In addition, she met with the Officials of the Ministry of Youth and the
Heads and Officials of UN Country team and the UN assistance Mission for Iraq
(UNAMI) and discussed further avenues to strengthen youth focused programmes.

INTERVIEW: Meet the new UN Youth
Envoy, Jayathma Wickramanayake

11 August 2017 – Hailing from Sri Lanka, the second-ever United Nations Youth
Envoy is no stranger to rolling up her sleeves to get things done.
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Before taking on her role as UN Youth Envoy, 26-year-old Jayathma
Wickramanayake worked diligently in her mother country to transform the youth
development sector. From 2013 to 2015, she served as a Senator at the Sri
Lankan Youth Parliament and from 2016 to 2017 as Secretary to the Secretary-
General of the Parliament of Sri Lanka.

Now working at the UN, her dedication to including youth globally comes out
in force as she vows to do everything in her capacity to strive towards
making the UN an inclusive system in which all youth is welcomed.

Speaking to UN News, she stressed that as Youth Envoy, she wants to ensure
that all youth have a home at the United Nations.

UN News: Can you elaborate on your role as UN Youth Envoy?

JW: Since my school days, I have been very active in community work –
volunteering both in and outside of school. When I entered university, the
Sri Lankan Ministry of Youth Affairs organized the first-ever competition to
select emerging young leaders in the country. I became the runner up.
I was then invited by the Youth Ministry and the UN Country Team in Sri Lanka
to contribute to different programmes and policies being drafted at that
time, such as the National Youth Policy of Sri Lanka, the Youth Employment
Action Plan and the World Health Organization’s Noncommunicable Disease
Prevention Progamme.

AUDIO: The steps Ms. Wickramanayake took that transported her from Sri Lankan
youth activist to UN Youth Envoy. Credit: UN News

Little by little I became introduced to the UN, including by becoming part of
the UN Volunteer force.

In 2012, when Sri Lanka started the Youth Delegate Programme, I was selected
as one of my country’s first Youth Delegates to participate in the UN’s 69th
General Assembly.

Jayathma Wickramanayake speaking at the National Youth Council of Sri Lanka.
Credit: Media Unit, National Youth Council of Sri Lanka.

In preparation, I travelled around Sri Lanka for a month, speaking with
different young people from a variety of communities to formulate a statement
on the issues they wanted the UN to hear, which I subsequently delivered to
the Third Committee [Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Affairs Committee].

As I was finishing my tenure as Youth Delegate in 2013, Sri Lanka was
preparing to host the 2014 World Youth Conference, for which I was appointed
to the International Youth Task Force that advised on its programme,
proceedings, agenda, and declaration.
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At that time, 74 million youth globally were unemployed and there was a huge
gap in terms of school-to-work transition, which underscored a need for
skills development.

For about one year and a half I worked on the Conference with a team of
energetic young people from 10 parts of the world, including 10 Sri Lankans.
I then worked closely with the UN and the Sri Lankan government to adopt the
resolution to declare World Skills Day.

Back in Sri Lanka, I started a grass roots youth organization with other Sri
Lankan former UN Youth Delegates called Hashtag Generation to build the
capacity of young people to participate in politics.

The Youth Envoy gives her first public remarks in her new role during World
Youth Skills Day at UN Headquarters in New York. Credit: Jess Walker

UN News: What inspired you to take on the role of UN Youth Envoy?

JW: I served as Youth Delegate during the formulation process of the SDGs
[Sustainable Development Goals]. In the UN, I saw how young people came
together with diverse ideas, proposals and plans of action to weigh-in on
framing the future development agenda.

This is a time in history that we can really make a change

I also recognized that there is a need for the UN to engage young people and
get their perspective on how the world should look in 2030 because,
ultimately, it is the youth who will lead the implementation of this agenda.

I think this is a time in history that we can really make a change because
the future will depend on the implementation of the SDGs, and young people
will have a crucial role to play.

The new Secretary-General’s vision, which is to place youth at the centre of
the UN’s work, also inspired me to become engaged in the process as the Youth
Envoy.

UN News: What are some your goals as UN Youth Envoy?

JW: The terms of reference under the Secretary-General’s vision for young
people focuses on the meaningful participation of youth across the four
pillars of the UN’s work, namely development; human rights; peace and
security; and humanitarian action.

My goal would be to ensure that young people have a voice in all of these
processes at the UN, with a special focus on the participation of girls and
young women.

Institutionalizing youth participation in the UN is important because, as a
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Youth Delegate, I saw young people working hard on the ground – but without
access to UN discussions that institutionalize youth participation. Instead,
they often participate in very informal ways through their networks, non-
governmental organization or during side events at forums that take place at
the UN.

There is a need to formally recognize youth as partners in core processes at
the UN. For example, when a government brings a delegation to negotiate a
declaration on, say, peace and security, we can always include a youth
delegate – ensuring that there is space for young people in the meeting room.

UN News: You have been in office for less than a month. Can you tell us about
what you have already done in your first weeks here?

JW: It was quite iconic because I started my tenure as the Youth Envoy on 15
July, World Youth Skills Day, for which I had worked to adopt the pertinent
resolution.

That and the High Level Political Forum (HLPF), where my office in
partnership with other UN actors and Member States organized many events
around youth and skills development and the engagement of young people in
voluntary national reviews of the SDGs.

So, my first week was full of activities around the HLPF and gave me the
opportunity to meet different stakeholders who were in town at that time.

On my fourth day in office, I had a special meeting with all the youth
representatives, who were in New York for the forum. I was able to get their
ideas of how they see the role of Youth Envoy and what they expect from me.
It was a very good experience.

UN News: What has surprised you about the job so far?

JW: Not sure I would call it a surprise, but in this role, every day I meet
young people who work tirelessly on the ground, who sometimes sacrifice their
lives, compromise so much for causes that they believe are true.

It really inspires me, and on a daily basis. I think that is the best part of
this job!

UN News: What do you foresee as your biggest challenge?

JW: There is a growing rhetoric about young people’s participation in formal
processes. While everyone acknowledges that they should have a seat at the
table, when it comes to implementing this, most often we take a step back. We
find excuses not to include youth in discussions about investing in young
people, or to find avenues for young people from different backgrounds to
participate.

I see the challenge is actually converting this talk to work.
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The Youth Envoy addresses a High-Level Luncheon on the demographic dividend –
organized by the President of the General Assembly, President of Economic and
Social Council and the UN Population Fund. Credit: Eddie Wright

UN News: What changes do you think the UN needs to make in order to reach and
be more relevant in young people’s lives?

JW: There are two approaches that we can adopt. Firstly, I think the UN has a
responsibility to go to young people and meet them where they are. We cannot
expect all youth from different communities, religions and ethnic backgrounds
to come to the UN.

For example, this International Youth Day, 12 August, I am celebrating with
young people in Iraq, where the theme of “Youth Building Peace” is very
relevant in their national context. I come from a region that is constantly
affected by conflict, and have personally seen the effects it has had on
young people. In Iraq, I will meet with close to 1,000 youth, discussing the
problems they are facing.

There, I will also convene meetings with the Government and other
stakeholders to see how we can resource youth development in Iraq and devise
methods to constantly and substantively engage young people in preventing
conflicts as well as in post-conflict reconciliation activities.

There is a need to see young people not as a liability but as an
opportunity

Most often the UN jargon is not very familiar to the young people doing good
work in advancing the lives of youth in their villages and communities. By
taking the UN closer to young people I do not necessarily mean physically,
but through new technologies, such as social media, to connect with youth in
a language they can understand.

The second approach is to have the UN system look at young people. Today they
comprise more than half of the world’s population – the largest youth
population in the history of the world. There is a need to see young people
not as a liability but as an opportunity, and to see how we can proactively
engage them in all discussions, at all levels.

After four years of conflict,
uncertainty lingers for displaced
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Ukrainians – UN refugee agency

11 August 2017 – As the conflict in Ukraine enters its fourth year, nearly
1.6 million internally displaced people are struggling to find safety,
adequate housing and access to employment, according to the United Nations
refugee agency.

&#8220Sporadic exchanges of fire in areas near the line of contact continue
to damage civilian infrastructure, leading to new humanitarian needs and
creating risks of displacement,&#8221 said Andrej Mahecic, spokesperson for
the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, at today’s regular press
briefing in Geneva.

&#8220Safety and security remain major concerns for nearly 800,000 people
living near the Line of Contact in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions in the
country’s east,&#8221 he added.

In June, the State Border Guard Service of Ukraine recorded more than 1.1
million crossings of the dividing line in eastern Ukraine &#8211 sparking
UNHCR’s concern about difficulties over civilians’ freedom of movement,
particularly while crossing the conflict line.

&#8220There are frequently long queues and subsequent delays at checkpoints.
Those waiting to cross have limited access to basic services, such as
drinking water, latrines, weather shelters and medical care,&#8221 the
spokesperson noted.

Mr. Mahecic pointed out that this creates additional hardships for those with
limited mobility and specific needs, especially older people and mothers with
children making the journey.

&#8220Since the beginning of 2016, nearly 586,000 retired and elderly people
residing in the conflict zone lost access to their pensions as a result of
verification procedures introduced by the Government of Ukraine. This has
affected the most vulnerable groups, as many of them depend on pensions and
social payments as their sole source of income,&#8221 he stated.

&#8220Those living in non-Government controlled areas are required to
register as internally displaced persons with the Ukrainian authorities in
order to have access to their rightful pensions and social payments,&#8221 he
continued.

UNHCR and partners advocate for displaced people to have full access to
Government services and payments, and de-linking pensions and social benefits
from residences.

The agency also maintains that at least 40 communities near the dividing line
have limited access to medical services &#8211 with some 150 healthcare
facilities damaged since the start of the conflict &#8211 and medical
personnel have left the area.
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Noting that in 2017, UNHCR helped to repair 89 schools, Mr. Mahecic stressed
that &#8220children in affected zones have limited access to education due to
the security situation and damaged school buildings&#8221 with at least 700
damaged since the conflict began, including 55 schools this year alone.

Earlier this year UNHCR received first-hand testimonies of displaced people
while conducting focus groups with conflict-affected population &#8211
including women; orphaned children; persons with disabilities and medical
conditions; and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning and
intersex people throughout 10 regions of Ukraine.

Along with problems of security, access to basic services, and livelihoods,
residents of frontline communities told of civilian houses being used for
military purposes.

&#8220The stationing of combatants and weapons in residential areas places
civilian populations at risk during fighting,&#8221 Mr. Mahecic underscored.

In conclusion, the spokesperson stressed that UNHCR continues to call on all
conflict parties to protect civilians and their communities from fighting and
shelling, and to restrict the use of civilian homes for military purposes.


